is one of the most important days in your
and it
should reflect your
personalities as wells as your unique style. Starting
from this strong foundation, Paradym Events will add
and glamour by
nurturing
and expanding the possibilities before you. Your wedding
should be an event that will be remembered for
to come for setting a
precedence of grandeur and
.
aspect of the ceremony and reception should
your senses
and awaken your spirit. This means each
aspect must be embellished to
create not just decorations but a
and inviting environment. Fabric
swaged throughout the ceiling dramatically changes the scale of the room and
brings another
. Polished stones or moss added to a
centerpiece increases
and adds uniqueness. With each
aspect, consideration must be given to not only your style, but, also to the facility
where your wedding will be held.
is very important since it is unique to your own tastes and
personality. Through the colors you have chosen, we are able to add life and
vibrancy to an event space. Color can set trends and create moods. Pastels and
pale neutrals are more traditional and create a romantic feeling; whereas, a vibrant
red or orange presents a striking visual and emits a passionate feeling.
can change the entire ambience of the room and draw attention
to features otherwise forgotten. Adding candles brings a glow to the room that
excites romance and intimacy. Coiled lighting woven through the buffet tables
highlights the variety of food textures and colors and draws attention to the
caterer’s presentation.
heightens your senses of touch, smell, and sight and helps set
the tone of your wedding whether you are adding a chiffon overlay, satin napkins, or
fragrant fruit to your centerpiece. In every part of the room there should be a
flickering candle, flowers fragrantly filling the air, or the sound of crystal clinking.
from one space to another brings variety and gives a
beginning, middle, and end to the event like the scenes of a play. This can be
accomplished even if the ceremony and reception are in two different locations or
progress from an outdoor area into an indoor space. While continuity of the design
is important each area can have its own unique and exciting feature.
is a critical element to consider with your design. The size of the
space can be used to create visual drama with ceiling décor, the number of candles
or lights in the room, or giving height to floral arrangements. Don’t be afraid to
think larger.
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___ Bride’s Bouquet
___ Maid/Matron of Honor Bouquet
___ Bridesmaid’s Bouquet
___ Flower Girl’s Basket
___ Floral Head Wreaths/Hair Pieces
___ Mother/Grandmother Corsages
___ Groom’s Boutonnière
___ Best Man’s Boutonnière
___ Groomsmen’s Boutonnières
___ Ring Bearer’s Boutonnière
___ Father(s)/Grandfather(s) Boutonnières
___ Usher(s)/Officiant Boutonnières

___ Entrance
___ Foyer
___ Guest Book Table
___ Aisle and Pews
___ Room Perimeter
___ Tent/Canopy
___ Altar/Arch/
Gazebo/Chuppah
___ Unity Table
___ Ceiling
___ Dressing Rooms
___ Limousine(s)

___ Entrance
___ Foyer
___ Coat Check
___ Gift/Guest Book Table
___ Room Perimeter
___ Tent/Canopy
___ Ceiling
___ Buffet Tables
___ Bar
___ Guest Tables
___ Wedding Party Table
___ Wedding Cake and Cake Table
___ Groom’s Cake Table
___ Stage/Band
___ D.J. Booth

___ Linen (tablecloth, overlay,
napkins)
___ Chairs (chair covers, sashes)
___ China/Flatware/Napkin Rings
___ Centerpieces (flowers)
___ Menu/Place cards
___ Programs
___ Giveaways

___ Limousine
___ Flowers for Room
___ Honeymoon Essentials Basket

___ Linen (tablecloth, overlay,
napkins)
___ Chairs (chair covers, sashes)
___ Bride and Groom Chairs
___ Bride and Groom
Champagne Glasses
___ Centerpiece (flowers)
___ Additional Decor

___ Restrooms
___ Smoking Area
___ Deck/Patio/Veranda
___ Pool
___ Backyard
___ Parking Lot Area
Don’t forget floor plans, size of rooms, ceilings, and doorways. Plus, a
timeline for your wedding and reception!
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